Wiring table

Increasing gauge numbers denote decreasing wire diameters, which is similar to many other
non-metric gauging systems such as British Standard Wire Gauge SWG , but unlike IEC , the
metric wire-size standard used in most parts of the world. This gauge system originated in the
number of drawing operations used to produce a given gauge of wire. Manufacturers of wire
formerly had proprietary wire gauge systems; the development of standardized wire gauges
rationalized selection of wire for a particular purpose. The AWG tables are for a single, solid and
round conductor. The AWG of a stranded wire is determined by the cross-sectional area of the
equivalent solid conductor. Because there are also small gaps between the strands, a stranded
wire will always have a slightly larger overall diameter than a solid wire with the same AWG.
AWG is also commonly used to specify body piercing jewelry sizes especially smaller sizes ,
even when the material is not metallic. By definition, No. The ratio of these diameters is , and
there are 40 gauge sizes from No. Because each successive gauge number increases cross
sectional area by a constant multiple, diameters vary geometrically. Any two successive gauges
e. The diameter of a No. Sizes with multiple zeros are successively larger than No. For instance,
for No. The table below shows various data including both the resistance of the various wire
gauges and the allowable current ampacity based on a copper conductor with plastic insulation.
The diameter information in the table applies to solid wires. Stranded wires are calculated by
calculating the equivalent cross sectional copper area. A circular mil is the area of a wire one
mil in diameter. An older abbreviation for one thousand circular mils is MCM. AWG gauges are
also used to describe stranded wire. The AWG gauge of a stranded wire represents the sum of
the cross-sectional areas of the individual strands; the gaps between strands are not counted.
Stranded wires are specified with three numbers, the overall AWG size, the number of strands,
and the AWG size of a strand. The number of strands and the AWG of a strand are separated by
a slash. As indicated in the Formulas and Rules of Thumb sections above, differences in AWG
translate directly into ratios of diameter or area. This property can be employed to easily find
the AWG of a stranded bundle by measuring the diameter and count of its strands. This only
applies to bundles with circular strands of identical size. To find the AWG of 7-strand wire with
equal strands, subtract 8. Similarly, for strand subtract See the Mathcad worksheet illustration
of this straightforward application of the formula. Measuring strand diameter is often easier and
more accurate than attempting to measure bundle diameter and packing ratio. Such
measurement can be done with a wire gauge go-no-go tool such as a Starrett or Mitutoyo â€”, or
with a caliper or micrometer. Consecutive AWG wire sizes larger than No. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. North American standard for electrical wire diameters. For other uses, see
AWG disambiguation. Main article: Electric power distribution. Archived from the original on 22
July Retrieved 22 March Circular of the Bureau of Standards No. United States Department of
Commerce. October 1, Retrieved High-purity oxygen-free copper can achieve up to Table In
particular, the maximum permissible overcurrent protection devices may set a lower limit.
Wayne; Fink, Donald G. Categories : Wire gauges Customary units of measurement in the
United States. Hidden categories: CS1: Julianâ€”Gregorian uncertainty Webarchive template
wayback links Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. For the 00, , etc. Similar to dB in signal and
power levels. This estimate is based on nick-free soft annealed Cu wire having a tensile
strength of pounds per square inch. Select Copper or Aluminum Copper Aluminum. Enter 1-way
circuit length in feet the calculation is for the round trip distance. This chart of American Wire
Gauge AWG wire sizes and rated ampacities is data intended for the pleasure of our readers
only. Typographical errors, etc. Please point out errors. The data listed are incomplete and
should be used as a guideline only. Please contact manufacturers for the latest data. We hope
that this information is helpful. Now go out and design something that needs a charger, power
supply, or battery pack! All rights reserved. Google Author Verification. AWG Wire current
tables. Also electronic wire gauge for current capacities. Gauge load amp wire chart. Wire
gauge amp table. Wire gauge to amperage chart. Wire gauge chart. Wire gauge charts. Wire
gauge capacity. Gauge sizes. Wire gage amp rating. Standard wire gauge table. Wire gauge
amperage chart. Current capacity of copper wire. Wire gauge current. Electrical wire size amps.
Electric wire size chart. Wire size amperage chart. Wire size awg amps. Wire size current
capacity. Wire size amp rating. Wire size charts. Wire gage amp size. American Wire Gauge.
Metric Wire Gauges see table below Metric Gauge : In the Metric Gauge scale, the gauge is 10
times the diameter in millimeters, so a 50 gauge metric wire would be 5 mm in diameter. Note
that in AWG the diameter goes up as the gauge goes down, but for metric gauges it is the
opposite. Probably because of this confusion, most of the time metric sized wire is specified in
millimeters rather than metric gauges. Load Carrying Capacities see table below Definition :
ampacity is the current carrying capability of a wire. In other words, how many amps can it

transmit? The following chart is a guideline of ampacity or copper wire current carrying
capacity following the Handbook of Electronic Tables and Formulas for American Wire Gauge.
As you might guess, the rated ampacities are just a rule of thumb. In careful engineering the
voltage drop, insulation temperature limit, thickness, thermal conductivity, and air convection
and temperature should all be taken into account. The Maximum Amps for Power Transmission
uses the circular mils per amp rule, which is very very conservative. The Maximum Amps for
Chassis Wiring is also a conservative rating, but is meant for wiring in air, and not in a bundle.
For short lengths of wire, such as is used in battery packs you should trade off the resistance
and load with size, weight, and flexibility. Contact your local electrician to find out what is legal!
When high frequency AC is conducted by a wire there is a tendency for the current to flow along
the outside of the wire. This increases the effective resistance. The frequency listed in the table
shows the frequency at which the calculated skin depth is equal to the radius of the wire, and is
an indication that above this frequency you should start considering the skin effect when
calculating the wire's resistance. Breaking Force for Copper Wire This estimate is based on
nick-free soft annealed Cu wire having a tensile strength of pounds per square inch. Note: It just
calculates the voltage drop, consult the above table for rules-of-thumb, or your local or national
electrical code or your electrician to decide what is legal! Note that the voltage drop does not
depend on the input voltage, just on the resistance of the wire and the load in amps. Trailer
controllers, interface 12V and 24V vehicles and trailers. Precision Spot Welders. InspectAPedia
tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have no relationship with advertisers, products, or services
discussed at this website. Here we discuss and present a table of electrical wire sizes,
ampacity, and fuse or circuit breaker sizes for common residential electrical wiring circuits.
What is the diameter of service entry electrical cabling? What are the common diameters of
household copper or aluminum electrical wiring? How to determine the size, capacity, or
ampacity of electrical service at a building. Illustration of common electrical wire sizes for both
service entry cables and in-building electrical circuits: wire size versus circuit ampacity and
fusing requirement. This article series explains how to estimate the electrical service size, or
"electrical power" or "service amps" at a building by visual examination of the service entry
cables, electric meter and meter base, electrical service panel, main switch, and other details.
It's not as difficult as one may think to get a reasonable handle on the electrical service capacity
at a building without sophisticated analysis. But there are some pitfalls that can make for big
mistakes in your guess at the service ampacity for a property, and the process itself is
dangerous. In answering the question "How do I determine the service amperage? A quick look
can tell us if the property is served by V or only a V service, even before measuring the gauge or
wire thicknesses that we discuss below. In the photo above on this page we can see a three
wire mast-head, suggesting that the building has a V service. But we did not like the position of
that weather-head, and we considered that water may be entering the SEC. The amperage
provided by the electrical service entrance cable is a function of its materials and diameter.
Often the actual cable type and size is printed right on the cable insulation. Otherwise some
rough measurements of cable diameter are in order. If, inside the panel, the inspector could see
the ends of the entrance cable [Figure at left], measure metal wire diameter, and if the inspector
knew the manufacturer of the cable and its specifications, a certain identification of the cable's
ampacity could be made. However a safer, faster and common practice is to examine the
exterior of the cable at a point outside of the electric panel. Many SECs include printing right on
the external jacket of the cable that will tell you the number of conductors, the metal AL or CU ,
and the wire size. Watch out : Make sure you look at both outside mast head down to meter and
inside from meter into service panel. They may be different! Inside the panel, stripped of ground
and insulation, you may see only wires as in Figure 3. Don't confuse guides for external
measurements of the whole cable with in-panel measurements of the wires themselves. Carson
Dunlop Associates ' sketch above shows common electrical wire sizes for both service entry
conductors SECs and in-building branch circuit wiring. Some inspection tool companies sell,
and others give-away a plastic "wire gauge" with notches labeled to tell electrical inspectors the
cable size for aluminum and copper SECs. Or you can make your own. But this method is not
precise. Plastic insulated cable, for example, is often thinner in total thickness than older
fabric-covered cable. Look at the table of wire dimensions in the accompanying article.
Fortunately for building inspectors, even though wire thickness varies among manufacturers,
you can generally find the measurement closest to one of the standard sizes and you're likely to
be correct. Branch circuit electrical wire sizes such as the 14 copper electrical wire shown just
below are also included in the tables in this article. Above is a close-up photo of a 14 copper
wire against a millimeter scale. The divisions on the scale of my metal ruler each represent 1
mm. You'll see that this wire looks as if it's about 1. In the wire size table below give the typical
diameter of 14 copper wire as 2. The tables and notes below expand and provide detail about

the ampacity and temperature ratings of various wire sizes and gives a brief history of U. NEC
wire sizing table changes. See Articles maximum amperage a conductor can carry under
conditions of use without exceeding its temperature rating and Article of the U. The U. NEC can
be purchased from electrical suppliers and online from nfpa. National Electrical Code. Many
sources continue to quote this table. Beginning in the pertinent wire sizing tables were found in
NEC Table Informational Note No. National Electrical Code NEC requires that the electrical
branch circuit, feeder wire, and electrical service conductors shall be protected against
overcurrent in accordance with their ampacity ratings as specified in NEC Table Also NEC
Section a gives a list of standard wire sizes and overcurrent protection fuse or circuit breaker
required. For application of this section, the main power feeder shall be the feeder s between
the main disconnect and the lighting and appliance branch-circuit panel board s and the feeder
conductors to a dwelling unit shall not be required to be larger than their service entrance
conductors. The grounded conductor shall be permitted to be smaller than the ungrounded
conductors provided the requirements of Sections The three different ampacity ratings shown
for most of the wire types above reflect the wire types and temperature ranges as shown in the
table below. Oct 23, Anonymous said: What size wire should run from my meter to the main fuse
box and does distance affect this? Apr 28, Grant said: What is the maximum distance for 10
gage wire, 30 amp circuit ,Direct burial UF? Aug 1, Anonymous said: what size wire would i have
to use to run from a amp v disconnect to a structure that is feet away to avoid unacceptable
voltage drop? The voltage drop in a wire run has to remain within code limits, that's how we get
to larger wire sizes for long runs. There are online voltage drop calculators for which of course
you need to plug in wire size, type, length, and the electrical load or current. A more engineering
approach is cited at the Mike Holt's electrical forum where a reader says as an engineer he
calculates the voltage drop and thus the need for a larger wire size when the run length of the
circuit exceeds voltage rating of the circuit. If we try this approach, for a 15A copper wire circuit
using 14 copper wire in a typical household V circuit, if the circuit length exceeds ft. This gives
a result close to the first rule of thumb that argued just increase the wire size one step for each
ft. For a costly SEC run it would be smart to have your engineer calculate the actual voltage
drop for the actual length and choose the larger wire size accordingly. Voltage drop is not
discussed at length in the U. There, the U. N ational Electrical Code PP D Voltage Drop. The
voltage drop on any branch circuit shall not exceed 1. The combined voltage drop of feeder and
branch-circuit conductors shall not exceed 2. Watch out : "rule of thumb" approaches to
electrical wiring may produce unsafe results, particularly where higher voltages or service entry
wiring questions are involved. And as we suggest above, using a rule of thumb on SEC wiring
may also produce unnecessary costs. In general, voltage drop is a particular concern in low
voltage wiring systems such as 12V or 24V solar systems while maximum current carrying
capacity is a greater concern in higher voltage systems such as a V residential circuit. For
motor circuits and other applications less voltage drop may be acceptable, and you may need to
consider both the starting voltage drop and the running voltage drop allowed. Watch out : the
engineering work and derivation of the table above is uncertain. Check with your engineer. See
the citations below. To determine amps, add up the wattage of all electrical devices that will be
on the circuit and divide this total by the voltage of the circuit, or This chart works for any
voltage or voltage drop, American AWG or metric mm2 sizing. Klewitz, P. Here we give
examples and compare the results of using two example wire size and voltage drop calculators.
The calculator gives an appropriate wire selection and its parameters, such as this:. Result : 1
conductors per phase utilizing a Aluminum conductor will limit the voltage drop to 2. Changing
the example above to VAC , keeping other parameters the same gives this result:. Testing with
the following parameters:. Be sure to compare the calculator's result with what the applicable
electrical code will permit. The voltage drop index or VDI is a reference number that is based on
the electrical resistance of a wire and is calculated as. Try the search box just below, or if you
prefer, post a question or comment in the Comments box below and we will respond promptly.
Note: appearance of your Comment below may be delayed: if your comment contains an image,
web link, or text that looks to the software as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear
after it has been
saturn vue seat covers
2009 toyota camry radio replacement
2007 toyota 4runner maintenance schedule
approved by a moderator. Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Table of Wire Types vs. Search
the InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Miller, Charles R. His practice
is in Issaquah, WA. He is also a contributor to InspectApedia. Contact Mr. Cranor at or by Email:
johncranor verizon. Mark Cramer. Photographs: Daniel Friedman. Srinivasan is in Vienna VA.

Louis P. Babin generously contributed technical editing about the effects of doubling ampacity
in an electrical circuit September "Electrical System Inspection Basics," Richard C. Paul,
Minnesota Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive home
inspection education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide to
help building owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection worksheets
are included at the back of the volume. Typical solid conductor telephone or bell wire size,
thermostat wire, or V wire for controls. Maximum Run Length in Ft.

